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The lexical entries of verbs contain different sorts of information, including
information about syntactic subcategorisation, verb morphology, argument
structure and thematic properties. It has been shown in previous studies
that this information may play an important role in verb retrieval. The
results of these studies suggest that the problems with verb retrieval in
comparison with noun retrieval, as described in chapter 3 for both the
Broca’s aphasics and the anomics, do not deal with the verb as such but
with more specific aspects of the verb.
The effect on verb retrieval of the syntactic aspect transitivity will be
evaluated in this chapter. It starts with an overview of previous studies on
the influence of syntactic information on verb retrieval in test situations.
Thompson et al. (1997) showed that in agrammatics the argument structure
of a verb influenced sentence construction. Both the number of arguments
required by the verb and the number of possible verb-argument structure
arrangements played a role in the ability of agrammatics to make a
sentence. Sentences with verbs that required one argument (like to skate)
were easier to produce than sentences with verbs that required more
arguments (like to catch). Additionally, sentences with verbs with only one
possible argument structure (like to catch) were produced correctly more
often than sentences with verbs with more possible argument structures
(like to eat), and complement verbs (e.g. verbs that may take a sentential
complement, like to know), even if patients were required to use adjuncts
with these verbs. In case of verbs with one possible argument structure,
the retrieval of arguments was uncomplicated, which implies that patients
produced sentences like the boy catches the ball, whereas for verbs with
more possible argument structures only the simplest argument structure
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arrangement was activated, leading to simple sentences, with mostly only
one argument (the woman eats instead of the woman eats spaghetti). This
shows that it is not simply a matter of sentence length which made the
verbs with more arguments more difficult to produce.
The effect of verb complexity on the ability to retrieve verbs during
sentence construction in two Hungarian agrammatics was described by
Kiss (in press). She used verbs varying in argument structure and in verb
morphology. Based on the number of correctly retrieved verbs, it was
possible to create an order in the different types of verbs in terms of their
complexity.
Morphologically simple, one-place verbs, like alszik (to sleep) were the
easiest to retrieve in sentence context. Both morphologically complex one-
place verbs, i.e. reflexive verbs like borotválkozik (to shave oneself), and two-
place verbs (e.g. megvigasztal (to comfort)) were more problematic to retrieve
then the simple one-place verbs. Three place-verbs (e.g. bemitat (to
introduce)), and two-place verbs with a locative complement (e.g. átmegy (to
cross)) were most difficult.
The studies of Thompson et al. (1997) and Kiss (in press) analyzed verb-
argument information that agrammatic patients exploit. The present study
focuses on the transitivity of the verb. Transitive verbs are those verbs that
require a direct object (like to hit and to squeeze). They are contrasted with
intransitive verbs, which are those verbs that cannot have a direct object
(like to swim and to jump). It is possible to distinguish a third group, the
pseudo-transitive verbs. These are verbs that are in principle transitive but
may occur without a direct object, like to knit and to saw. Nevertheless,
these verbs are considered to be transitive: there is always something that
is knitted or sawed, meaning that there is always an object, even when it is
not lexicalized (see chapter 2).
From the studies of Thompson et al. (1997) and Kiss (in press) it may be
concluded that the amount of grammatical information of the verb lemma
affects its retrieval in the Broca’s aphasics, as they suffer from a syntactic
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deficit. According to Thompson et al. (1997), grammatical information is
activated when the verb is retrieved, not only in sentence construction, but
also if verbs are produced as single words. They argue that if the number
of arguments increases, the verb becomes more difficult to activate. This
would mean that transitive verbs, which bear more syntactic information
than intransitive verbs, would be more difficult to retrieve for these
patients than intransitive verbs both in isolation and in sentence context.
As far as is known, the effect of transitivity on verb retrieval has never
been studied in aphasia research. The influence of this factor on verb
retrieval in children has recently been investigated by Davidoff and
Masterson (1996). They showed that children had more problems in
naming pictures of intransitive than of transitive verbs, suggesting that
intransitive verbs are more difficult to retrieve than transitive verbs.
Based on the study of Thompson et al. (1997) it is hypothesized for the
present study that in the Broca’s aphasics transitive verbs are more difficult
to retrieve than intransitive verbs at both the word and sentence level
because transitive verbs carry more grammatical information than
intransitive verbs, making them more difficult to retrieve for patients with
a syntactic deficit. This would mean that the results reported for children
by Davidoff and Masterson (1996) would not be found in the aphasics.
As transitivity is a syntactic notion and anomics are not supposed to suffer
from a syntactic deficit, no serious effect of this factor is expected in these
patients.
The effect of transitivity will be evaluated in both aphasic subject groups
and in the controls. Action naming and sentence construction will be
considered. The production of subjects and objects in sentence construction
will be examined as well, in order to account for a possible relation
between an effect of transitivity and the realisation of the syntactic
complements that belong to the verb. The individual subject scores with
respect to transitivity are given in Appendix III.
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4.2. The effect of transitivity on action naming
Outliers
An outlier-analysis was done according to the method described in chapter
2. Two anomics were excluded from the study on the basis of this analysis.
For the results, the data of 15 Broca’s aphasics and 17 anomics was
included.
Results
The results for the transitive and intransitive verbs in action naming are
given in table 4.1. These scores are graphically depicted in figure 4.1.
Table 4.1.: Mean, range, and standard deviation (s.d.) of the action
transitive intransitive statistics
BROCA’S APHASICS (N=15)
mean (range) 12.7 (4-26) 9.9 (4-20) p<0.001
s.d. 6.0 5.0
ANOMICS (N=17)
mean (range) 14.6 (3-25) 13.2 (4-25) p>0.05
s.d. 6.5 6.3
CONTROLS (N=15)
mean (range) 27.5 (25-30) 27.1 (25-29) p>0.05
s.d. 1.6 1.8
naming scores with respect to transitivity
Action naming in the Broca’s aphasics was influenced by the factor
transitivity. Transitive verbs were better preserved than intransitive verbs
(t(14)=4.70, p<0.001). No effect of transitivity was found for the anomics
and the controls (anomics: t(16)=1.64, p>0.05; controls: t(14)=0.69, p>0.05).
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Figure 4.1.: The subjects’ performance on the factor transitivity at the
word level
4.3. The effect of transitivity on sentence construction
Scores for the retrieval of intransitive and transitive verbs in sentence
context are presented in table 4.2. and graphically depicted in figure 4.2.
Note that it was only taken into account whether the correct verb was
retrieved, not whether the sentence was correct.
The effect of transitivity, found at the word level in the Broca’s aphasics,
disappeared at the sentence level: comparable scores were found for
intransitive and transitive verbs (t(14)=0.09, p>0.05). No effects of
transitivity were found in sentence construction for the anomics and the
controls (anomics: t(16)=1.86, p>0.05; controls: t(14)=2.09, p>0.05).
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Table 4.2.: Mean, range, and standard deviation (s.d.) of the sentence
transitive intransitive statistics
BROCA’S APHASICS (N=15)
mean (range) 12.1 (6-22) 12.0 (3-21) p>0.05
s.d. 4.6 5.4
ANOMICS (N=17)
mean (range) 14.3 (4-23) 15.6 (5-25) p>0.05
s.d. 6.4 6.8
CONTROLS (N=15)
mean (range) 27.3 (24-30) 26.1 (22-30) p>0.05
s.d. 1.7 2.3
construction scores with respect to transitivity
Figure 4.2.: The subjects’ performance on the factor transitivity at the
sentence level
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It was decided to have a closer look at the data of the Broca’s aphasics in
order to find out why an effect of transitivity was found only at the word
level. As no effect for transitivity was found for the anomics and the
controls, their scores will be ignored further in this chapter.
4.4. A closer look at the data
From the individual scores on action naming and sentence construction, it
appeared that within the group of Broca’s aphasics, different performance
patterns could be distinguished. Half of the patients performed better in
action naming than in sentence construction, whereas the other half
showed the opposite pattern. It was decided to divide the patients into two
subgroups on the basis of this distinction in their scores on the subtests.
The patients in subgroup 1 (7 subjects) performed better in action naming
than in sentence construction, whereas subgroup 2 (8 subjects) included
patients with better performance in sentence construction than in action
naming. In table 4.3., the mean group scores are presented.
Table 4.3.: Mean, range, and standard deviation (s.d.) of the action
action naming sentence construction statistics
SUBGROUP 1 (N=7)
mean (range) 25.6 (11-46) 20.6 (10-42) p<0.02
s.d. 11.7 10.9
SUBGROUP 2 (N=8)
mean (range) 20.0 (9-40) 27.1 (17-41) p<0.002
s.d. 10.0 7.6
ALL BROCA’S APHASICS
mean (range) 22.6 (9-46) 24.1 (10-42) p>0.05
s.d. 10.8 9.6
naming and sentence construction scores in the subgroups
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The scores in table 4.3. reveal that, although the group of Broca’s aphasics
as a whole had comparable scores for action naming and sentence
construction (t(14)=0.80, p>0.05), subgroup 1 was significantly better in
verb retrieval at the word than at the sentence level (t(6)=3.62, p<0.02),
whereas for subgroup 2 the opposite holds (t(7)=6.00, p<0.002).
It was decided to find out whether this division into subgroups played a
role in relation to transitivity. In figure 4.3., the individual scores on verb
retrieval in isolation and sentence context of the Broca’s aphasics are
depicted in two scatterplots. In these scatterplots a division into subgroups
is projected in relation to transitivity.
The sloping line in the scatterplots in figure 4.3. divides the group of
Broca’s aphasics into those patients who were better in retrieving transitive
verbs than intransitive verbs (depicted under the line) and those who
showed an opposite pattern (depicted above the line). Twelve of the fifteen
patients had higher scores for transitive than for intransitive verbs in action
naming. This shows that the effect of transitivity, found at the word level
for the Broca’s aphasics, is present in almost every individual patient. This
is in contrast to the pattern found for verb retrieval in sentence context.
The scores of all except two patients in subgroup 1 are plotted below the
sloping line, which means that they performed better on transitive verbs.
All patients in subgroup 2 showed
the opposite pattern, a better performance on intransitive than transitive
verbs, as is demonstrated by the fact that their scores are plotted above the
sloping line. Consequently, the effect of transitivity will be further
elaborated considering a division into subgroups within the Broca’s
aphasics.
4.5. The effect of transitivity on the scores of the subgroups
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Table 4.4. gives the scores of both subgroups on action naming and
sentence construction with respect to transitivity. In figure 4.4., these scores
are depicted graphically.
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Figure 4.3.: Scatterplots of the individual action naming and
sentence construction data with respect to the factor transitivity.
Subjects with higher scores in verb retrieval in isolation are
represented by a diamond, subjects with higher scores in verb
retrieval in sentence context are represented by a circle.
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Table 4.4.: Mean, range, and standard deviation (s.d.) of the action
Verb retrieval in isolation
transitive intransitive statistics
SUBGROUP 1 (N=7)
mean (range) 14.4 (5-26) 11.1 (6-20) p<0.02
s.d. 6.8 5.0
SUBGROUP 2 (N=8)
mean (range) 11.1 (4-20) 8.9 (4-20) p<0.05
s.d. 5.1 5.1
Verb retrieval in sentence context
transitive intransitive statistics
SUBGROUP 1 (N=7)
mean (range) 11.4 (6-22) 9.1 (3-20) p<0.05
s.d. 5.6 5.6
SUBGROUP 2 (N=8)
mean (range) 12.6 (8-20) 14.5 (9-21) p<0.01
s.d. 3.8 3.9
naming and sentence construction scores in the subgroups with
respect to transitivity (subgroup 1: action naming > sentence
construction; subgroup 2: sentence construction > action naming)
Subgroup 1 (action naming > sentence construction) was significantly
better in naming transitive than intransitive verbs in isolation (t(6)=3.58,
p<0.02) and in sentence context (t(6)=2.49, p<0.05). Subgroup 2 (sentence
construction > action naming) produced significantly more transitive verbs
than intransitive verbs in isolation (t(7)=3.00, p<0.05), but at the sentence
level this group was significantly better in retrieving intransitive than
transitive verbs (t(7)=3.91, p<0.01).
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Figure 4.4.: The subgroups’ performance on the factor transitivity at
the word and the sentence level (subgroup 1: action naming >
sentence construction; subgroup 2: sentence construction > action
naming)
From the results presented in this section it can be concluded that,
although the Broca’s aphasics behave like a homogeneous group at the
word level, they
split into two subgroups at the sentence level, behaving differently with
respect to the effect of transitivity.
4.6. The production of subjects and objects
The production of subjects and objects was evaluated in order to find out
whether transitivity played a role in the production of these verb
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complements. Subjects and objects were only counted in sentences
containing the target verb. Table 4.5. gives an overview of the results of the
subgroups with respect to the subject and object production and the effect
of transitivity.




mean (range) 80.6 (50-100) 57.9 (0-100) p<0.05
s.d. 17.6 36.4
SUBGROUP 2 (N=8)
mean (range) 61.7 (12.5-100) 55.2 (14.3-100) p>0.05
s.d. 33.4 29.3
Production of objects
object subject + object
SUBGROUP 1 (N=7)
mean (range) 63.9 (33.3-90.9) 55.4 (28.6-90.9)
s.d. 22.2 22.1
SUBGROUP 2 (N=8)
mean (range) 27.8 (0-50) 15.7 (0-42.9)
s.d. 17.3 15.6
proportional scores for the production of subjects and objects in the
subgroups (subgroup 1: action naming > sentence construction;
subgroup 2: sentence construction > action naming)
Subjects were produced significantly more often with a transitive than with
an intransitive verb in subgroup 1 (t(6)=2.55, p<0.05). No difference was
found between intransitive and transitive verbs as far as the number of
subjects is concerned in subgroup 2 (t(7)=0.73, p>0.05).
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An object was produced with 64% of the transitive verbs in subgroup 1,
whereas subgroup 2 only produced an object with 28% of the transitive
verbs. It is, however, not always necessary to produce an object. If only
obligatory contexts for objects were taken into account, the number of
objects reached 80% for subgroup 1 and 38% for subgroup 2. Subgroup 1
produced both the subject and the object with 55% and subgroup 2 with
16% of the transitive verbs.
It is clear that at the sentence level the two groups of Broca’s aphasics not
only differed with regard to the effect of transitivity on verb retrieval, but
also in the production of subjects and objects.
With respect to objects, both non-obligatory and obligatory objects were
taken into account. The fact that both subgroups differed in the production
of objects raises the question whether transitive verbs with an obligatory
object were managed differently from transitive verbs with non-obligatory
objects by both subgroups. It may be the case that for subgroup 1, in
which syntactic complements were relatively preserved, transitive verbs
with an obligatory object were easier to retrieve than verbs that do not
require an obligatory object, whereas in subgroup 2, which had problems
with the realisation of syntactic complements, the opposite would hold.
This will be considered in the next two sections.
4.7. Pseudo- and pure transitives
It is possible to divide the transitive verbs into verbs that do not require an
obligatory direct object (pseudo-transitives) and those that do require a
direct object (pure transitives). It was argued in the introduction that
pseudo-transitive verbs still have to be regarded as transitive verbs because
one always assumes an object, although this may not always be lexicalized.
This means that in this way pseudo-transitive verbs and pure transitive
verbs do not differ structurally.
The number of possible argument structure arrangements may also play a
role in sentence processing in Broca’s aphasics (see Thompson et al., 1997).
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Shapiro, Zurif and Grimshaw (1987) and Shapiro and Levine (1990),
demonstrated that Broca’s aphasics are, like normal controls, sensitive to
the number of possible argument structure arrangements in real-time
processing tasks. With respect to sentence production, Thompson et al.
(1997) showed that sentences with verbs with only one possible argument
structure were more often produced correctly by agrammatics than
sentences with verbs with more possible argument structures. Pseudo-
transitive verbs and pure transitive verbs differ with respect to the number
of possible argument structure arrangements. The verb-argument structure
of pseudo-transitive verbs has two arrangements, i.e. with or without the
object, whereas pure transitive verbs only have one arrangement, i.e. with
the object. For example, the verb to grind can only occur with an object, as
the following examples confirm:
(1) *The man grinds
(2) The man grinds the coffee
The verb to milk, on the other hand, has two argument structure
arrangements because it can occur with or without the object, as is clear
from the examples in (3) and (4).
(3) The man milks
(4) The man milks the cow
The difference between these verbs could lead to different performance on
these verbs in both subgroups. In the next section this will be evaluated.
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4.8. The effect of (pseudo-)transitivity on verb retrieval
The transitive verbs that were used in action naming and sentence
construction consisted of 15 pseudo-transitive verbs and 15 pure transitive
verbs. Table 4.6. displays the scores on these types of verbs, that were
found in both subgroups. The scores are represented graphically in figure
4.5.
No differences were found between pseudo-transitive and pure transitive
verbs, neither at the word nor at the sentence level in either subgroup
(Subgroup 1:
word level: t(6)=0.94, p>0.05; sentence level: t(6)=0.77, p>0.05; Subgroup 2:
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Table 4.6.: Mean, range, and standard deviation (s.d.) of the scores
Verbs in isolation
pseudo-transitive pure transitive statistics
SUBGROUP 1 (N=7)
mean (range) 7.7 (3-12) 6.7 (2-14) p>0.05
s.d. 3.7 3.6
SUBGROUP 2 (N=8)
mean (range) 5.9 (3-9) 5.3 (0-11) p>0.05
s.d. 2.0 3.5
Verbs in sentence context
pseudo-transitive pure transitive statistics
SUBGROUP 1 (N=7)
mean (range) 5.1 (2-8) 6.3 (2-14) p>0.05
s.d. 2.3 4.2
SUBGROUP 2 (N=8)
mean (range) 6.0 (5-8) 6.6 (3-12) p>0.05
s.d. 1.1 2.9
for pseudo-transitive and pure transitive verbs at the word and
sentence level in the subgroups
word level: t(7)=0.78, p>0.05; sentence level: t(7)=0.80, p>0.05).
The results show that in this study pseudo-transitive verbs were as easy as
pure transitive verbs for the Broca’s aphasics. This seems to support the
original decision to include pseudo-transitive verbs within the group of
transitive verbs. Furthermore, it shows that in the subgroups no effect was
found of the number of possible argument structure arrangements. Verbs
with two possible argument structure arrangements were equally difficult
as verbs with only one possible arrangement.
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Figure 4.5.: The subgroups’ performance on pseudo-transitive and
pure transitive verbs in isolation and sentence context (subgroup 1:
action naming > sentence construction; subgroup 2: sentence
construction > action naming)
4.9. Summary
No effect of transitivity on verb retrieval in isolation and sentence context
was found in the anomics and the controls. The results of the Broca’s
aphasics are summarized in table 4.7.
Transitivity was shown to affect verb retrieval in the Broca’s aphasics.
When simple actions had to be named, transitive verbs were better
preserved in these patients than intransitive verbs.
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The test for sentence construction showed that the Broca’s aphasics could
be divided into two subgroups. The first group was better in action
naming than in
Table 4.7.: Summary of the performance in action naming and
action naming
transitive verbs > intransitive verbs
sentence construction
All Broca’s aphasics (action naming = sentence construction)
transitive verbs = intransitive verbs
Subgroup 1 (action naming > sentence construction)
transitive verbs > intransitive verbs
subjects transitive verbs > subjects intransitive verbs
number of objects relatively high, in particular in obligatory context
Subgroup 2 (sentence construction > action naming)
intransitive verbs > transitive verbs
subjects transitive verbs = subjects intransitive verbs
number of objects relatively low, also in obligatory context
sentence construction with respect to the factor transitivity in the
Broca’s aphasics
sentence construction. This group showed a comparable effect of transitivity
in verb retrieval in isolation and sentence context: transitive verbs were
better preserved than intransitive verbs.
With respect to the production of subjects, an effect of transitivity was also
found. Subjects were more frequently produced with transitive than with
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intransitive verbs. The number of objects realised with the transitive verbs
was relatively high.
The second group demonstrated an opposite effect of transitivity at the
word and sentence level. In sentence context, more intransitive than
transitive verbs were retrieved, whereas the opposite pattern emerged in
action naming. The number of subjects and objects obtained with the
correctly retrieved verbs was relatively low.
4.10. Discussion
In the introduction, it was hypothesized that transitive verbs would be
more difficult to retrieve than intransitive verbs in the Broca’s aphasics
because transitive verbs carry more grammatical information than
intransitive verbs. This hypothesis is, however, falsified by the data. In this
section, it will be discussed why transitive verbs are easier to retrieve for
Broca’s aphasics at the word level and why this only holds for some of
these patients at the sentence level.
The effect of transitivity will be explained by focusing on the grammatical
information that is stored with the verb. First, it will, however, be
discussed if the effect could be due to the fact that the present study only
concerned tests using pictorial materials.
With respect to transitivity, Canseco-Gonzalez, Shapiro, Zurif & Baker
(1990) have pointed to the possible influence of visual artifacts. According
to these authors, there is a relationship between argument structures and
visual information: ‘argument structures are shaped by the form in which
visual information is parsed’ (p. 402). In a therapy study concerning
comprehension in a Broca’s aphasic, they found that an extra depicted
element facilitated performance only when this element was an argument.
When this element was an adjunct, it disrupted learning. It may thus be
argued that transitive verbs in the present study were easier to name
because all arguments were depicted, and that the intransitive verbs were
more difficult, despite the fact that often an element that was not an
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argument was in the picture. The picture for the verb to climb, for example,
shows a mountain. For verbs like to kneel, however, nothing else but the
agent is depicted.
This is a serious point to consider but there is reason to assume that the
relation between the number of elements in the picture and the number of
arguments is not the critical factor in the present study: the transitivity
effect in half of the Broca’s aphasics was different at the word and the
sentence level. For these aphasics, intransitive verbs were easier to retrieve
than transitive verbs at the sentence level, whereas facilitation of an
argument arose at sentence level in the Canseco-Gonzalez et al. study.
Davidoff and Masterson (1996) considered that the childrens’ problems
with intransitive verbs may have been due to difficulties in picture
interpretation. Therefore they performed a second study using video clips.
Comparable results were found, showing that the transitivity effect does
not seem to be due to the interpretation of pictures.
As was already stated, the performance of the Broca’s aphasics will be
explained by concentrating on the grammatical information a verb carries.
In this chapter, it has been shown that a larger amount of syntactic
information does not make verbs more difficult to retrieve. On the
contrary, in isolation transitive verbs were better preserved than
intransitive verbs. It might be the case that the more grammatical
information a lemma contains, the easier it is to retrieve. This is not a very
elegant explanation, however, because it would only hold for verbs and
not for nouns. Remember that nouns were retrieved better than verbs,
whereas the lemmas of the former contain less grammatical information
compared to the latter.
The amount of grammatical information that is stored with the verb was
demonstrated to affect sentence construction. It will, however, be shown
that the more grammatical information a verb carries, the more difficult
sentence construction becomes, but not the more difficult the verb itself is
to retrieve.
In the next subsection, it will be discussed that transitive constructions are
more frequent in language. Furthermore, it will be explained in terms of
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Levelt’s (1989) model, why this makes transitive verbs easier to retrieve
than intransitive verbs for patients with a syntactic deficit.
The transitivity effect in action naming
The grammatical information of the lemma of a transitive verb differs from
the one of an intransitive verb, as is shown in figure 4.6. The verb phrases
are built by the grammatical encoder, based on the grammatical
information of the activated lemma.
Figure 4.6.: The grammatical information of the lemma of an
intransitive and a transitive verb
In the spontaneous speech of normal subjects, transitive verbs with one
internal argument occur three times more often than intransitive verbs, not
only in Dutch but also in English and Hungarian (Bastiaanse et al., 1996;
Edwards and Bastiaanse, 1997; see also Jonkers and Bastiaanse, 1996a). A
related study showed that in spontaneous speech, Broca’s aphasics also
used more transitive than intransitive verbs, just like normal subjects
(Bastiaanse and Jonkers, in press). Besides, according to the CELEX
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frequency list of Dutch (Burnage, 1990), from the 150 most frequent main
verbs, 100 are transitive and 50 intransitive.
Arguing along the lines that there is a direct relationship between
activation
threshold and frequency of use, it may be the case that transitive verbs in
general are more often retrieved and as a consequence the VP-building
procedure is more readily available for a transitive verb.
Broca’s aphasics suffer from an impairment in grammatical encoding. As
described by Bastiaanse and De Jong (1996), different aspects of
grammatical encoding might be disturbed. One of these concerns the
processing of the semantic and syntactic lemma information. Based on this
information, the grammatical encoder builds the verb phrase. It is assumed
that this is also done for verb retrieval in isolation. As the verb phrase is
more readily available for transitive verbs, these verbs are easier to process
than intransitive verbs for the Broca’s aphasics.
This means that the ability of the Broca’s aphasics to retrieve verbs may be
influenced by a grammatical factor: the frequency of a grammatical
construction. Note that this has nothing to do with word frequency. The
intransitive and transitive verbs were matched for word frequency.
If the lemma-information of the target verb is not processed completely, a
coactivated noun is regularly produced. This is concluded from the large
number of verb-noun substitutions in the Broca’s aphasics. These verb-
noun substitutions mostly concern personifications (to beg -> beggar),
nominalisations (to play tennis (Dutch: tennissen) -> tennis ), or instruments
(to cut -> a knife). Verb-noun substitutions in which the object was
produced instead of the verb (e.g. to grind -> coffee) only rarely occurred.
The transitivity effect in sentence construction
The transitivity effect that was found at the word level for all Broca’s
aphasics was only found at the sentence level in those Broca’s aphasics
who scored higher in action naming than in sentence construction
(subgroup 1). In the Broca’s aphasics who were better in verb retrieval at
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the sentence level (subgroup 2), the intransitive verbs were better
preserved than the transitive verbs in sentence construction.
It is tempting to claim that those Broca’s aphasics who were better in verb
retrieval in sentence construction, were less severely aphasic. If, however,
the production of subjects and objects was taken into account, it was seen
that subgroup 1 produced subjects relatively often, in particular when a
transitive verb was activated. Also, in transitive sentences the object was
usually produced. This means that if these patients retrieved the verb, they
tried to make complete sentences. Subgroup 2 produced fewer subjects
both with intransitive and transitive verbs and the patients in this group
hardly used any objects, showing that they made ‘incomplete sentences’.
Problems in sentence production are the core feature of Broca’s aphasia
and therefore it is not surprising that both subgroups have problems in
sentence production. The way these problems show up, however, differs.
The fact that transitive verbs were easier to retrieve than intransitive verbs
for subgroup 1 was already explained with respect to action naming. In
sentence construction, the patients in subgroup 1 tried to process all the
grammatical information that is stored with a verb lemma, in order to
make a complete sentence. They often produced the subject and the object,
as is shown in the following examples:
(5) de jongen aait de hond: het meisje nee jongen hond, lieve hond het
hond aait
the boy strokes the dog: the girl no boy dog, nice dog the dog strokes1
(6) de man bijt de vrouw (in de arm): vrouw bijt nee, man bijt vrouw in
arm
the man bites the woman (in her arm): woman bites no, man bites woman in
arm
1 In the Dutch example the determiner in the constituent the dog (Dutch: de hond) is
substituted by the incorrect determiner het.
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Still, these patients were not always able to produce a grammatically
correct sentence, as is clear from the word order error and the determiner
substitution in the first example and the omission of determiners in the
second example.
Fewer verbs were produced by subgroup 1 in sentence context than in
isolation During sentence processing more grammatical information has to
be processed than in isolation and this could make verbs more difficult to
retrieve, in particular for patients who want to use all the grammatical
information.
For subgroup 2, this does not seem to be the case. They were better in verb
retrieval in sentence context than in isolation. This shows that on the one
hand, they seem to profit from a sentence frame in verb retrieval: a
sentence frame fits with the grammatical information that is activated with
the verb. On the other hand, it is clear that these patients have problems in
sentence processing as well. They are unable to grammatically encode all
the grammatical information that is necessary for sentence construction,
which leads to, for instance, the omission of objects, as is clear from the
following examples:
(7) de man maalt de koffie: eh hij maalt
the man grinds the coffee: ehr he grinds
(8) de man scheurt de krant: scheurt een meneer....scheurt ja
the man tears the newspaper: tears a man.....tears, yeah
Intransitive verbs contain less grammatical information than transitive
verbs and are therefore easier to process for these patients in sentence
context. This means that the patients in subgroup 2 are able to construct a
sentence frame, but unable to process a large amount of grammatical
information, in order to fill this sentence frame.
Hence, there are two ways in which the sentence production problems
occurred in the Broca’s aphasics that were tested in the present study. If
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patients try to process all syntactic information in order to make complete
sentences (i.e. with the subject and object), this leads to the production of
fewer verbs in sentence context than in isolation. If patients are unable to
use all grammatical information and try to produce simple sentences (i.e.
without objects), they may produce more verbs in sentence context than in
isolation. The question remains why these different patterns occurred.
The different manifestations of the sentence production problems in the
Broca’s aphasics might be explained by the assumption of Kolk and
Heeschen (1990; 1992) that a patient can adapt to an impairment in
grammatical encoding. Bastiaanse (1995) described one Broca’s aphasic,
who used two speech styles in spontaneous speech. One was telegraphic,
the other non-telegraphic. Telegraphic speech occurred because the patient
adapted to her syntactic problems. The adaptation theory (Kolk and
Heeschen, 1990; 1992) states that syntactic problems in sentence
construction are caused by a delay in processing. This delay may be
prevented by selecting simple sentence structures. Kolk and Heeschen
(1990) call this preventive adaptation.
It is possible that the patients in subgroup 2 adapt to their syntactic
problems, whereas the patients in subgroup 1 do not adapt. This means
that the grammatical structure that is activated by patients in subgroup 2 is
simplified, but that the patients in subgroup 1 activate complete
grammatical structures. Simplification for the patients in subgroup 2 means
that no internal arguments are specified. This leads to objectless sentences.
The fact that these patients produce more verbs in sentence context than in
isolation can be explained by the fact that the sentence structure as such
makes a verb easier to retrieve.
The patients in subgroup 1 do not seem to adapt to their syntactic
problems. According to Kolk and Heeschen (1990), patients who do not
adapt to their delay try to produce sentences that are too complex with
respect to their capacity. This does not lead to the omission of syntactic
markers but to substitutions and word order errors, i.e. these patients
produce paragrammatic speech. Although word order and substitution
errors did occur in the patients in subgroup 1, as is clear from the example
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(5), deletions of determiners were also found, as can be seen in example
(6). Therefore, it is not obvious whether sentence production in the patients
in subgroup 1 should be called paragrammatic.
Anomics do not have syntactic difficulties. It is assumed that their
grammatical encoder works adequately. They are able to retrieve the
lemma of the verb and all grammatical information that is stored with the
verb can be processed in order to construct sentences. Intransitive and
transitive verbs are therefore activated equally accurately, both at the word
and at the sentence level.
How do the results in this chapter relate to studies that considered the
effect of verb argument and thematic structure on verb retrieval in Broca’s
aphasics? Shapiro and colleagues (Shapiro and Levine, 1990; Shapiro,
Brookins, Gordon and Nagel 1991; Shapiro, Gordon, Hack and Killackey,
1993) reported on the effect of verb argument structure during on-line
sentence processing. They showed that Broca’s aphasics have normal access
to the thematic properties of the verb. It was demonstrated that verbs with
more possible argument structures gained larger reaction times than simple
verbs with only one possible argument structure.
Thompson et al. (1994; 1997) reported that in sentence production Broca’s
aphasics did not use the full range of argument structure available, given a
particular verb. Complex verbs (i.e. verbs with more arguments or more
possible argument structures) were produced less often than simple one-
place verbs. As these results are similar to those found for on-line sentence
processing by Shapiro et al. (1991, 1993), Thompson et al. (1997) suggested
that a similar representational base might be used for production and on-
line sentence processing.
It will be argued that the results found in the present study are mostly in
line with the results reported by Shapiro et al. (1991, 1993) and Thompson
et al. (1997). Shapiro et al. (1991, 1993) showed that Broca’s aphasics have
normal access to the thematic and argument structure properties of a verb.
Although the present study concerns production, it is clear from the
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outcomes that the Broca’s have normal access to the subcategorisation
information of a verb as well.
In the present study, no effect was found of the number of possible
argument structures: pseudo-transitive verbs, having two possible
argument structures and pure transitive verbs, having only one possible
argument structure, were equally well retrieved, both at the word and the
sentence level. This seems to contradict the results of Thompson et al.
(1997). They took optional two-place verbs into account, but also optional
three-place and complement verbs. Their data show, however, that with
respect to optional and obligatory two-place verbs the same pattern was
found as in the present study.
Thompson et al. also found that Broca’s aphasics preferred verbs with one
argument in sentence production. This pattern fits with the pattern found
for the subgroup in the present study that produced more intransitive than
transitive verbs correctly. These patients also had a preference for simple
sentences with only a subject and a verb.
The other subgroup produced more complex sentences. This differs from
the outcomes of Thompson et al. The patients in this subgroup have,
however, more problems with verb retrieval as such in sentence context
than in isolation. Although Thompson et al did not find such patients in
their study, they concluded that it may both be the verb and its
grammatical information that could lead to sentence production problems
in sentence context. According to them it is a ‘complex mixture of verb and
syntactic variables that influence sentence complexity and production.’
(Thompson et al 1997: 487).
Conclusion
From the results presented in this chapter, it may be concluded that
grammatical information stored with the verb plays an important role in
verb retrieval for patients with a syntactic deficit. It has been shown that a
larger amount of grammatical information does not have to make a verb
more difficult to retrieve, but it does make sentence processing more
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difficult. In this respect, the results are in line with those of Thompson et
al. (1997) who found that in sentence construction Broca’s aphasics
preferred simple sentences, with only one argument or one possible
argument structure. They also concluded that Broca’s aphasics had
difficulties in producing more elaborated sentences because of their
syntactic deficit.
In the present study, patients reacted differently to the large amount of
grammatical information that has to be processed in sentence construction.
One group of patients tried to produce complete sentences with all
grammatical information, which was damaging to verb production and led
to different kinds of syntactic errors. The other group tried to construct
only simple sentences. This made verbs easier to retrieve but led to
incomplete, objectless sentences.
